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1 INTRODUCTION

We are pleased to announce the availability of the new version of Geomagic® Control X™. Geomagic Control X is a 
comprehensive metrology software platform that delivers the industry’s most powerful tools within straightforward workflows. 
With Geomagic Control X quality managers are enabled with revolutionary ease-of-use, intuitive, comprehensive controls and 
traceable, repeatable workflows for the quality measurement process. Its fast, precise, information-rich reporting and analysis 
enable significant productivity and quality gains in any manufacturing workflow.

New features in this release were made to provide users the avility to ensure quality everywhere. Inspection workflows are 
streamlined for teams across the room, across the street or on the other side of the world. Geomagic Control X 2020 adds 
powerful inspection tools including Inspection Viewer, new Probing Workflows, and many enhancements to current features 
that provide increased productivity and traceability in your metrology workflows. This release also includes many more 
enhancements and some bug fixes.

For more information, please visit www.3dsystems.com/software.

COPYRIGHT
©1993-2020. 3D Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. The content of this manual is furnished for informational use only, is subject 
to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by 3D Systems, Inc. Any names, places, and/or events 
in this publication are not intended to correspond or relate in any way to individuals, groups or associations. Any similarity or 
likeness of the names, places, and/or events in this publication to those of any individual, living or dead, place, event, or that of 
any group or association is purely coincidental and unintentional.

https://www.3dsystems.com/software
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2 INSTALLATION

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For the latest system requirements information and to learn about specific qualified system configurations, go to the System 
Requirements page in the Geomagic Support Center. Some users have had success running system configurations that deviate 
from the supported listed on our website. In such cases, these configurations are not officially supported by 3D Systems, Inc.

Additionally, we test a variety of hardware platforms in combination with the graphics subsystems. While we make every 
attempt to be as thorough as possible, hardware manufacturers change their products frequently and may be shipping 
newer products or have discontinued active support for others. Check the support section of the website for the latest system 
requirement information and specific qualified systems.

DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL SOFTWARE
You can download and install the software from softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started, select the Geomagic Control 
X product, then click Download Control X to download Geomagic Control X.

In addition, automatic software updates are available if you set the Update Product Automatically option to True in 
Preferences and a valid maintenance code is activated, and your computer is connected to the Internet. The application will 
check if a newer version is available and will download it automatically for installation.

You can also manually check if a newer version is available by going to Help > Check For Update.

ACTIVATE LICENSE
Geomagic Control X requires license activation to run the application on your PC. You can choose to use an evaluation license 
for a 15-day period or activate a permanent license by using an Online Activation license or a physical dongle. 

After you start your application, the License Utility window opens. The License Utility allows you to activate and use the 
Geomagic Control X software.

NOTE: When you launch the License Utility, you can click the Help button to read the Licensing Guide. 

You should have received an email from 3D Systems with your activation code. If you have not received an email from 3D 
systems, contact them at Geomagic.Support.Americas@3DSystems.com.

If you are an existing user and have already activated the license on your PC with the previous version of the application, you 
can run the newer version of the application without re-activating the license. 

For more information, go to softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started, select the Geomagic Control X product, then click 
Licensing.

https://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/knowledgebase/article/KA-03272/en-us
https://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/knowledgebase/article/KA-03272/en-us
http://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started
mailto:Geomagic.Support.Americas%403DSystems.com?subject=
http://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started
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3 NEW FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS

WHAT’S NEW IN 2020.0.0

Measurement and Analysis Tools
New measurement and analysis features provide powerful tools to perform thorough inspections effortlessly.

Directional Tolerances

You can now set tolerances for the XYZ components of Reference Geometry. These tolerances can be set through the graphical 
user interface for the Reference Geometries, the Tabular View, and the Properties. New objects for XYZ tolerances and the 
evaluations are also available for annotations and tabular reporting. Additionally, Linear Dimensions, Angular Dimensions, and 
Position Callouts can display the XYZ components of the results.

The ASCII Reference Geometry importer has been enhanced to allow you to import ASCII geometry with XYZ tolerances.

Simulated CMM Points

Simulated CMM Points are now compatible with Point Clouds, enabling users to simulate real-world contact inspection for a 
variety of scenarios.
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Deviation Location

A new dimensioning option has been added, allowing to measure the relative Major Length and corresponding Minor Width of 
deviation objects.

Probing Workflows
New Probing Workflows accelerate the inspection process when using portable CMM devices. Large assemblies, heavy 
equipment and other industrial applications are easily inspected with Geomagic Control X 2020’s powerful yet agile probing 
capabilities.

LiveGeometry: Changing Geometry Methods

You can now change the method for creating geometry during LiveGeometry. A new option in the pop-up dialog provides users 
with the option to change and specify the type of geometry, as well as the method to create that geometry. This can be 
accomplished using a probing device, as well as a mouse.

LiveInspect: Defining Probing Methods for Geometry

The method for creating Reference Geometry while probing in LiveInspect can now be predefined. The option of defining a 
probing method can be found in the graphical user interface of the Reference Geometry commands, the tabular view, and the 
properties.
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Move Device

A new dialog after a device movement provides users with fitting statistics, geometry outlier removal, and transform matrix 
export capabilities.

Probe Management

The Probe Management system has been improved by providing a single tabular view that delivers users fitting information 
and the option to un-assign probe points from geometry. The tabular information is available now by selecting probed 
geometry, instead of editing a geometry feature.

DRO Enhancements

UI/UX enhancements to the infocenter that improve readability. This includes notifying users the number of geometry that 
need to be captured, as well as providing GD&T results for some callouts.

New Icons

The icons for LiveGeometry have been refreshed for easier reading and understanding.
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Communicate Results
Clearer communication guarantees inspection reports are efficiently distributed and results are easily understood.

Inspection Viewer

Geomagic Control X now has an Inspection Viewer mode. This grants all users, regardless if they have an active license of 
Geomagic Control X, the ability to open existing Inspection Projects, make aesthetic changes to the project, and create their 
own report. If a user opens Geomagic Control X files and a license is not detected, the Inspection Viewer will be launched 
automatically if they decline to activate the product.

Annotations

Annotation properties are now assigned to each individual object, instead of to just a feature type. This offers you reporting 
flexibility when creating inspection views.
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Additional Enhancements
General improvements to inspection workflows enabling faster and easier results.

3D Sprint File Import

3D Sprint users can now directly import their native 3D Sprint files into Geomagic Control X for build platform inspection.

Automation Server

A new set of options provide users to “trigger” an inspection process on a collection of unmerged scan sets automatically. The 
trigger can be based on file name, numbers of scans, or time passed.

Coordinate Alignment

Coordinate Alignment has been updated providing greater control and flexibility. During the XYZ Method, users can discretely 
choose the priority of the coordinates being matched. The remaining Degrees of Freedom are now clearly indicated. 
Additionally, a new Target option allows users to define the target position of the alignment.

Transform Measured Data

The Transform Measured Data command now has a Datum Match option. Users can select Reference Geometry and their 
corresponding pairs to transform scan and probe data. This behaves similarly to the “Interactive Alignment” option by removing 
the degrees of freedom with each geometry selected.
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Improvements to 2D Tools

You will notice a general improvement to performance when using 2D dimensioning tools. In addition, you can now select 
Cross Section objects while creating 2D Compare features.

Consolidated PMI Import

Importing Native CAD files with PMI data has been simplified by unifying the separate CAD importers into a single command.

File Import

Native CAD File Import has been updated to support the following versions.

CAD Application File Extension Version Supported Comments
CATIA V5 .catpart, .catproduct R8-R28 (R2018) Geometry and PMI

CATIA V6 .catpart, .catproduct Up to V6 R2019x Geometry and PMI

Creo (Pro/E) .prt, .prt.*, .asm, .asm.* Pro/E 16 – Creo 6.0 Geometry and PMI

Inventor .ipt, .iam V6 - 2019 Geometry Only

SIEMENS NX .prt 11 – NX1847 Geometry and PMI

SOLIDWORKS .sldpt, sldasm 98-2017 Geometry and PMI (2016-2019)

STEP .stp, .step AP203, AP214, AP242 Geometry Only♦
♦ STEP 242 PMI is limitedly supported and available as a ‘Preview’ feature found under the Add-Ins menu. 

Side-by-side Installation

Starting with Geomagic Control X 2020, users can have multiple versions of Geomagic Control X installed simultaneously.
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4 FIXED BUGS

BUG FIXES IN 2020.0.1
This section lists issues that have been resolved since Geomagic Control X v2020.0.0:

• GV-10226: Fixed an issue where the probe points would not be assigned to nominal entities automatically after 
deleting a measured geometry.

• GV-10578: Fixed an issue where the histogram in all deviation features would disappear after editing the Initial 
Alignment.

• GV-12292: Fixed an issue where the user would be unable to exit LiveInspect while probing constructed geometry in 
the LiveInspect.

• GV-12330: Fixed an issue where both of target edge and face would be selected when the user would select target 
edge in the LiveInspect.

• GV-12755: Fixed an issue where the plane could be modified thorough accessing the tabular view in the Inspection 
Viewer.

• GV-12870: Fixed an issue where the probe points would not be assigned to nominal entities automatically after 
deleting a measured geometry.

• GV-13712: Fixed an issue where the target of the flatness would be removed in a specific scenario.

• GV-13713: Fixed an issue where the check status of deviation and coloring would not be correct in the Annotation.

• GV-13776: Fixed an issue where the user couldn't continue to next inspection in the Automation Server

• GV-13777: Fixed an issue where the software would hang after clicking the OK button in Smart Dimension.

• GV-13873: Fixed an issue where the software would hang when generating Deviation Location.

• GV-13951: Fixed an issue where the software would crash when opening specific XOV files.

• GV-13968: Fixed an issue where errors would be added to Rectangle and Regular Polygon after the user would undo 
Reverse Normal.

• GV-13986: Fixed an issue where the software would not finish LiveInspect.

• GV-14004: Fixed an issue where the projection point would not be guided when reprobing a circle edge using a local 
plane.

• GV-14024: Fixed an issue where the B button would not work when Constructed Geometry would be guided in 
LiveInspect.

• GV-14074: Fixed an issue where the child reference geometries would not be regenerated when changing a parent 
reference geometry on a section.

• GV-14108: Fixed an issue where the ResetOption.exe wouldn’t work correctly.

• GV-14161: Fixed an issue where the software wouldn't support backward-compatibility of Preset and Properties in 
Annotations.

• GV-14166: Fixed an issue where the result of Datum Align would not be good when the user would rebuild after 
changing the Use setting of probe points in Probe Analysis.

• GV-14212: Fixed an issue where the scanning data would be poor when scanning with CyberOptics scanner (Formerly 
LDI)

• GV-14265: Fixed an issue where the disk type of Simulated CMM points would not be generated correctly when applied 
to a point cloud.

• GV-14309: Fixed an issue where the value of reported in the DRO would be different from the value of property in 
LiveGeometry.

• GV-14343: Fixed an issue where the software would crash when scanning with a Creaform scanner.

• GV-14395: Fixed an issue where the compensation wouldn't work properly when scanning with Faro Cobalt device.

• GV-14397: Fixed an issue where the Y component of reference position would be shown incorrectly in Cross section of 
SimCMM regardless of the seed position.

• GV-14408: Fixed an issue where the wrong file would be created when exporting file as IGES or STEP file format.

• GV-14601: Fixed an issue where the user couldn't reset the inspection data of probe sequence in LiveInspect.

• GV-14634: Fixed an issue where the red button operation setting would be wrong when probing with RPS probe 
device.
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• GV-14658: Fixed an issue where the view direction would be wrong after scanning with Creaform scanner.

• GV-6770: Fixed an issue where the mesh data could not be selected after scanning with Creaform scanner.

BUG FIXES IN 2020.0.0
This section lists issues that have been resolved since Geomagic Control X v2018.1.2:

• GV-13093: Resolved an issue where datum alignment would fail during a force rebuild.

• GV-12489: Resolved an issue where 3-2-1 alignment could fail when using a sphere CAD face.

• GV-10492: Resolved an issue where Datum Alignment would use the default iterations with manually paired geometry.

• GV-9178: Resolved an issue where RPS Alignment with probed circles would not align scan data.

• GV-8750: Resolved an issue where RPS Alignment would show different deviations from Geometry devivation.

• GV-8496: Resolved an issue where when a mesh is “Moved to Reference”, the mesh alignment would reset.

• GV-11003: Resolved an issue where Viewpoints would not remember annotation settings.

• GV-5002: Resolved an issue where the Automation Server would not launch templates from clients on other 
computers.

• GV-13038: Resolved an issue where the Flip CAD Normal command would break the CAD model.

• GV-11725: Resolved an issue where 2D Geometry would use the Global coordinate instead of the 2D coordinate 
system.

• GV-11632: Resolved an issue where the Area of a spline loop was incorrectly reported.

• GV-10556: Resolved an issue where the units setting was ignored in the Import SimCMM window.

• GV-12115: Resolved an issue where .asc files were missing a delimiter at export.

• GV-9788: Resolved an issue where importing Design X 2019 files would not bring a mesh.

• GV-10024: Resolved an issue where GD&T could not be applied to measured-only inspection.

• GV-10748: Resolved an issue where radial dimensions would change during a rebuild.

• GV-10072: Resolved an issue where rebuilding 2D Geometry with 3D Geometry dependents would take precedence 
over 3D Geometry.

• GV-8703: Resolved an issue where users would not see the Direction Arrow for Extreme Point method in 2D.

• GV-13083: Resolved an issue where sometimes Geometry information would not show in the tabular view for some 
Ref. Geometries.

• GV-1473: Resolved an issue where Bonus Tolerances would fail for a Ref. Circle extracted from a hole.

• GV-8646: Resolved an issue where the Position callout would fail with Material Conditions.

• GV-12512: Resolved an issue where probe points with manually paired geometry would fail calculations.

• GV-13089: Resolved an issue where inspection rebuilds would occur in the wrong order.

• GV-12066: Resolved an issue where a file would require a rebuild when it didn’t during File Open.

• GV-8769: Resolved an issue where wrong data objects were inserted for Multi-Result reports.

• GV-7802: Resolved an issue where Rod method of SimCMM would fail.

• GV-9931: Resolved an issue where SimCMM points would fail near an edge.
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